
 

And the rain came down! 
Week one is declared a Washout round 

In a  throwback to years gone by we had our traditional first game 

rain out – don’t worry - we will pick it up later in the season. 

If it is of any comfort Lomatia was the only ground not closed! 

This week though, we are game day ready – hopefully. 

 F2 and H Royals are at Lomatia – 3.15 and 1pm respectively. 

G3 - 3.15 at Peter V Hassell Reserve (Where????) 

H Manmeat take the fight to Kellyville at 1pm. 

Good luck and full teams to all! 

 

And in another week of big stories and bigger questions here is the news! 

 

Tickets go on sale for the 40th Anniversary Dinner this weekend. 

Your coaches will be beginning to harass you very, very soon! 

 



 

As is our custom, we are again having a stall on the boardwalk at Foundation Day. 
It always brings new players and a lot of interest in the club. 

But we need you, especially Softball ladies, to help staff the stall during the day. If 
you could give some time it is so appreciated and helpful to the BMB&SC-s presence 

in the community. All you need to do is answer interested mums’ enquiries. 

 

 

 

The new uniforms are still not going to be there in time so if you could wear a blue 
T shirt or a Softball shirt that will suffice. 

* 

CANTEEN Update! 

This week Chrissy returns for an encore Saturday in the Canteen! 

This year we have not only Tap n go, Visa and MC but now accept AmEx and JCB 

cards – guess they are for visiting OS baseball teams! 

Innovation never ends – No more are we confined to Tooheys New but we will 

be introducing a new beer that the Royal is promoting each week. 

We now have a Heart Start Defibrillator in the Canteen. Donated by Glenn 

Jobson, we now are trained up on it and ready to respond. 

* 

Wet Weather – what’s the go? 

As many new players are a bit confused by the WWP, especially after the beautiful 

day last Saturday, a refresher is a good idea. 

A rain out is called after either of the following. 



1/ The council of a particular ground/s declare it so. Blacktown CC are responsible 

for many grounds and very protective and quick to call it. BMCC not so. 

2/ The club deem it (Lomatia) unsafe to play, usually in agreement with umpires and 

the other team. 

3/ The SMBL declare a wash out round due to the vast majority of grounds closed. 

That is what happened this last weekend. 

4/ it buckets down during a game, lightening, thunder and brimstone and not enough 

time has elapsed (around and hour) to declare a result. 

* 

Who owns this poor little bat? 

It was found abandoned at Lomatia on Wednesday night -it wants its daddy! 

 

* 

 

           

The Batman cometh………………………………………. 

 

We still have a few Hoodies 

and T Shirts available in the 

Canteen and Caps and Socks 


